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Chairman’s Newsletter
The Vagaries of our Scottish Summer have been much much talked about this
year with many saying it has been the worst Summer they can remember. However, our rambling walks and recces on the whole have not been so bad, I guess
the “ sun shines on the righteous “ and besides its good activity and good friends
no matter what the weather!
The Ramblers weekend is almost upon us, and Ballater beckons, although we
have been to Ballater before, this area is known for its outstanding beauty and
almost exhaustible good walks, hill climbs and easy strolls and our Committee
have completed all the recces and the Hotel is ready, which I hope you will enjoy for a weekend full of fun.
The Comrie Fortnight Committee has thanked us once again for contributing to
the Fortnight activities and my thanks go out to Felicity Martin for the Fortnight
stroll to Carroglen and although I was wearing a different cap, with “First Response” I thank the Ramblers for the Marshalling of the hill race. A great effort.
Winter is not far away and our thoughts go forward to the Ramblers Christmas
Walk, mark in your dairies Sunday the 9th December with our Christmas Lunch
at Auchingarrich Wildlife Park this year.
Provisionally, I have also booked the White Church in Comrie for the 9th February 2013 for a traditional “Scots Night” with catering buffet by Wendy Gudgeon
of Braco, so another must for your dairies.
I would like at this point to have the opportunity to thank all the committee members for their tireless efforts in making the Strathearn Ramblers such a vibrant
club. Also thanks to Robert Burns for keeping our treasury books straight, and
not forgetting George Carson with his invaluable assistant Susan Sinclair keeping us informed with the “Strathearn Rambler” A big thank you.
Ken Heiser
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Fred Mason
Fred Mason has intimated that he no longer wishes to be a member of the Strathearn Ramblers Committee.

Duty of Care
Some years ago when the Strathearn Ramblers were in their infancy and we were compiling the Rules and
Standing Orders in the foreword we stated that members ”demonstrate a duty of care towards each other”.
Over the years I have felt that it is this duty of care which makes the Strathearn Ramblers so special. It is evident in many forms such as the fitter members encouraging members in difficulty even to the point of carrying
their rucksacks. Or phoning members who were not present on the rambles requesting them to come with their
car to the aid of a distressed member.
There is one lady member whose name I must not mention for fear of igniting her wrath who is always at the tail
end of the ramblers providing more than her fair share of a duty of care.
It would make her task of caring much less stressful if the fitter ramblers remained in touch with the back
markers so that they can offer assistance if needed.
George Carson

The Coco Bus
We are very fortunate to have members who are prepared to give up their leisure time to drive the Coco Bus. It
is important that all Strathearn Ramblers maintain strict adherence to the law regarding minibuses otherwise
the drivers could face severe penalties.
By law each passenger should have access to a seat equipped with a seat belt. The Coco bus is only insured
for a maximum of sixteen passengers plus a driver. If this number is exceeded then the insurance is invalidated. This means that in the case of an accident not only will the driver be charged with a road offence they
will be held liable for the cost of repairs and for compensation for any injuries.
It may be an easy thing to say “There is always room for a wee one!” The consequences of this attitude could
be very far reaching and very expensive.
I have spoken to the Chairperson of the Coco Bus Committee regarding this and she also made the point that if
was known that the Coco Bus was being used outside the law then they would automatically lose their charitable status.
No matter how short the journey or how small the extra passenger is, the Strathearn Ramblers must maintain
zero tolerance to any infringement of the law.
The Strathearn Ramblers Committee fully endorse the views expressed in this article.
George Carson

Strathearn Ramblers Barbecue
On the 8th June the Strathearn Ramblers had a very enjoyable barbecue at Catonia Cottage thanks to the
kindness of Myra Robertson. It was a very happy affair and in spite of a week of terrible weather it remained
dry for the evening.

Thanks From Myra Robertson
Myra would like to express her thanks to all the Strathearn Ramblers for their help and support at her Garden
Party at Catonia Cottage in aid of Mesotheleomia.

Ken Heiser
Our Chairman, Ken Heiser will soon reach that age when he will have to renew his Driving Licence. His new
licence will not permit him to drive the CoCo Bus unless he has a special medical examination. The cost of the
examination is £110. It was proposed, seconded and unanimously agreed at the Committee Meeting on Friday
31st August that this sum be paid for out the Strathearn Rambler’s funds.
Although we have sufficient funds to make this payment what we do not have is sufficient minibus drivers!
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Walk Reports
Stroll: Dunblane to Kinbuck - 8th April
14 ramblers met in the Riverside car park in Dunblane on a slightly overcast morning and proceeded
along the side of the Allan Water on a track that appeared to go over and under the railway line several
times and also went under the M9.
Everything was begining to look green and springlike
and we enjoyed a short coffee break beside the river
before heading on to Ashfield.
The history of this fascinating little village was told to
us by Alan, who explained that it was built by Pullars
of Perth in the 1800s when they set up a weaving
mill there, and that all the houses had belonged to
the millowners until the fairly recent past. It was a
charming place (although seen from the other side
of the river on our return the large mill area itself
looked crumbling and derelict).
We went on along side the railway line and then up
hill until we met the Dunblane/Braco road and
walked along it to Kinbuck village. There we stopped
to have our lunch - most of us choosing to sit near
the water, but a few deciding the bus shelter was
nicer!
The homeward journey took us up a winding road to
a farm, where it started to pelt with rain but by the
time all waterproofs were doned this had stopped
and we continued back down to the river and retraced our steps from Ashfield.
It was an interesting walk, and not physically demanding and I for one was glad to have done it.
Many thanks to the leaders - Anne, George and Val.
Fiona Fletcher
The Strathearn Rambler is the official Newsletter of
the Strathearn Ramblers. It is printed on Microsoft
Publisher by the Editor George Carson, St. Machar,
Gowanlea Road, Comrie PH6 2HD.
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sue@spitfireuk.net
The Strathearn Ramblers are a Comrie based walking organisation with no connection or affiliation with
the Ramblers Association or any other walking organisation

Walk: Invergeldie to Ardeonaig. Sunday 29
April
On a beautiful spring morning with bright sunshine
and clear blue skies, twenty three enthusiastic
ramblers were transported to Invergeldie car park
by minibus and cars, driven by Irwin, Robert and
George respectively. Two additional ramblers
drove independently to do a circular walk.
To avoid the lengthy tarmac road to Loch Lednock
we initially took the path towards Ben Chonzie,
passing Invergeldie cottages, continuing till past
the next gate, and then bearing off west across
open country following animal tracks to approach
the dam and the north side of the loch. En route
through the sheep pastures we came across a
cast sheep with a lamb at foot. Provisional veterinary diagnosis from within the group was that the
ewe was suffering from staggers and Irwin kindly
hurried down to the farm to advise the shepherd
while the rest of us continued on our way.
(Unfortunately the ewe died before Irwin’s return).
We eventually reached the reservoir, which was a
brilliant blue colour matching the sky, and walked
on the lower hillside following the direction of the
north shore, traversing several small burns and
walking through bracken and some boggy areas,
until we we arrived above a large circular sheep
fank near the head of the loch. At this point two of
the group left to do a circular walk back to their
car. Views all around were magnificent, especially
looking back towards Comrie. We continued in a
north westerly direction slightly up hill through the
heather towards the beallach; there was no definite path and after frequent stops to regroup we
eventually stopped for lunch on the hillside. We all
enjoyed the warmth of the sun and several had a
quick snooze prior to continuing up the hill.
We were soon rewarded by the appearance of the
Lawers range in the distance - the snow covered
peaks of Ben Lawers, Beinn Ghlas with An Stuc
jutting up behind looked superb against the clear
blue sky. We headed on down through the
bracken, crossing further streams, with always a
careful eye on the ground beneath our feet. We
had a brief unscheduled stop to permit the expert
removal of a tick from one member’s arm and finally saw the lovely vista of Loch Tay ahead of us.
Soon afterwards we came across Irwin , George,
Robert and Margery, who had walked up from
Ardeonaig to meet us.
Our thanks to Anne, Margaret and Myra for guiding us safely and to Irwin, George and Robert for
the excellent transport.
Betty Philip

4 After a quick stop for refreshments to admire
the views towards Loch Rannoch and Glen
Coe, it was on to our next Munro. A further couple of Dotterels were spotted on the way past
Fifteen brave souls set out from Comrie and
the back of An Sgorr. In the sunshine it was
Crieff on a cold,wet Sunday morning in May to
cool but warmish on the plateau as we all got
walk The Cadgers (from Glendevon to Dollar) In
going to “conquer” Meall Garbh 968m at about
spite of the conditions there was plenty of
1300hrs.No time to linger, so off we went again
laughter and chatter and in no time at all Castle
towards Meall a’ Bharr until someone blew the
Campbell came into view and horror of horrors
whistle on Robert and requested lunch! We
Big Dave forgot the key,s o the dram we were
found a sheltered grassy slope out of the eastpromised was postponed to another day!
erly wind to eat. One of the ladies took her
boots off to enjoy the sunshine and laughed
The best part of the walk , as far as I was conmerrily with others despite not feeling too well.
cerned was Dollar Glen. Loads of wild flowers ,
This set us all in a good mood to get up on the
gentle perfume of wild garlic,sounds of birds
final ridge towards Cairn Mairg. The views
singing in the trees,and the waterfalls.
across to Suilven and further to Beinn a’ Ghlo
and the Glenshee hills clad in snow were stunThe bus was waiting for us in Dollar and soon
ning. We were now frequently picking out Lawhisked us to Tillycoultry and a very welcome
dies Mantle, Club Moss and later Crowberry.
cuppa
After a short scramble we reached Carn Mairg
1041m
by 1445hrs. Again a short interlude for
This was a great way to spend a thoroughly
photographs to remind us of the camaraderie
nasty day
and the beautiful glaciated landscape. Then we
backtracked slightly to ensure we had been to
A Kay
the actual top cairn surrounded by massif
opaque quartz crystal rocks. Now it fell to
Robert to recce a safer route than last WednesHill Walk 20 May 2012
day for our decent to the next col. Wow! What a
Carn Mairg Ridge Circular
choice! We ended up either making large footprints down a large snow slope, or trying to ski
The walk had been recced by Charlie Panton
down using our sticks.
(who negotiated access with the North Chesthill
Safely at the col we navigated down a wide
Estate), Robert Burns, David McLeod and Rafal
ridge to find a secluded pond out of the wind
on the Wednesday in ferocious weather condiwith frog spawn. Felicity took her boots off to
tions. Fortunately the Mountain Weather foregauge the aquatic flora and likely depth. Some
cast gave the all clear for Sunday. Having
walkers were now talking about zimmers but
picked up 4 walkers from Comrie and 6 from
managed to get going again after a short break.
Crieff we set off in two cars to Invervar in Glen
On the next flushie patch there was Purple
Lyon. By 0930hrs we were off following the InSaxifrage. By 1600hrs we had reached Creag
vervar Burn before crossing a rickety bridge to
Mhor 981m (named Meall na Aighean on the
the west side close to the edge of the forestry
latest 1:25,000 OS Map) our 4th Munro! From
plantation. All 6 ladies (excluding the photograhere we followed a lovely grassy slope down
pher Felicity) and the 3 men were marshalled
towards the direction of the Invervar Burn altogether for an album shot. Fortunately the
though the last section included a steep descent
bridge coped with our weight and once across
requiring careful footwork. Once back again on
Felicity told us to look out for Ladies Mantle (a
the final part of the track, Felicity guided some
plant!) and Lousewort on the hillside.
of us to view the secluded Invervar Lint Mill datIn beautiful blue sky and fair weather clouds we
ing from the 1770’s and conserved by Perth &
trudged up the ridge towards Cairn Gorm.
Kinross District Council in1986/87. Our newest
Robert set a good pace but waited patiently for
“recruit” Tricia Baynes did so well she is likely to
everyone to make it up to the numerous stopbe paid up by next time! Back at the cars by
ping points. Immediately before the final “push”
1730hrs after an 8 hrs walk and just over 12
to the summit, Marie spotted what was thought
miles, we “drifted” off to the Fortingall Hotel for a
to be Ptarmigan but with Felicity’s keen eyequenching rest. Thanks to our excellent leaders
sight, it was identified as two Dotterels. By
Robert and Felicity for getting us safely through
1145hrs the group reached 1028m Carn Gorm
a strenuous day!
our 1st Munro in about 15 minutes quicker than
the SMC Guide!
Peter Dahl
Stroll 5th May Glen Devon to Dollar via Castle Campbell

Fife Coastal Walk 27th May 2012

28 cheery folk set off in brilliant weather to enjoy
a trip to the seaside, and after Alan the Driver
had followed a very long and winding road, we
eventually arrived at Lower Largo. Unfortunately the haar had arrived before us, but
shortly after we started along the old railway line
it rolled away and we saw the sun again. Coffee
break was taken on the sands, more sun screen
was applied, and then the mist came rolling in
towards us again - a very eerie sight! (the haarnot the ramblers).
We chose to walk along the beach, but walked
too far, and some of us had to retrace our steps
to reach the board walks over the water. A bit of
a climb took us up to the cliff edge, and some
walkers had lunch sitting on the walls of an old
gun emplacement, while the others chose to
relax on the sands. However they didn’t have
the magnificent views
of Earlsferry and Elie. Then it was down the
steps, over the golf course, through the streets
of the villages to meet up with the bus at Elie,
where some of us called it a day and relaxed,
while the others took off towards St Monans.
This further stage of the walk was quite different
- the scenery was wilder, the path very narrow
and winding along the top of the cliffs, up past
the ruins of Newark Castle - which at one time
attracted the attention of Sir William Burrell,
(who knows, the Burrell Collection might have
been housed in Fife!). After walking past the
harbour in St Monans it was an easier path to
Pittenweem where the rest of the party were
waiting for us in the sunshine. Ice creams were
purchased, then the bus took us all to Anstruther where we hoped to get our fish suppers- unfortunately the size of the bus and
length of the queues outside the chippies soon
put an end to that dream.
We returned via St Andrews, the Tay Road
Bridge, Dundee and Perth, a slightly quicker
route - and the sun was still shining. An excellent day, a smashing walk, and plenty of good
humoured companions. Thanks as always, to
our Walk Leaders Ken Heiser and Anne Kay.
Ann Morrison.
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5 Stroll 10 June: Gargunnock Hill

A damp start to the day in Strathearn possibly
explained the poor attendance for this stroll,
which was a pity, for farther south at Gargunnock to the west of Stirling the weather was dry,
if somewhat overcast, and the eight who turned
up for it (including two new members) thoroughly enjoyed the walk, a new one for the
Strathearn Ramblers. The leaders were Ann
Rankine, Margaret Shankland and Alan Dempster.
To the south of the Forth Valley west of Stirling,
the Gargunnock Hills present a rocky rampart
extending to Fintry , and it was uphill towards
these forbidding crags that we headed out of
Gargunnock village on a good track towards a
large quarry, now disused, which once provided
stone for building and construction for much of
the local area. Our route then headed westwards along a flatter grassy slope below the
crags, the ill-defined path happily waymarked by
red-topped wooden posts. It is from this track
that in clearer weather panoramic views are to
be had of the hills to the north; unfortunately on
the day of our stroll low cloud obscured them,
although the valley could be seen. After successfully negotiating two or three quite steepsided ravines (nobody rolled to the bottom, although there was some sliding on the bottoms).
Lunch was taken in the lee of a wall which sheltered us from a light breeze. Shortly afterwards,
we turned downhill on a track following the
Leckie Burn, past Knock-o-Ronald farm and
Watson House to return to Gargunnock, the last
part along a path known as “The Beeches”.
Here, there are indeed some massive old beech
trees, along with equally huge old oaks and
Scots Pines.
Having returned to village, we repaired to the
Gargunnock Inn for refreshments, being joined
by Alan’s brother Eric, who lives in the village.
Here, Alan was “volunteered” to do the walk
report. He pointed out that a leader should not
be expected to write a report on his/her own
walk, in case bias crept into the account, but his
objection was overruled.
So in conclusion, on behalf of Ann, Margaret
and myself, I can say without fear of contradiction that this was one of the best-led walks that
we have ever been on. . .

Alan Dempster

Beinn an Dothaidh & Beinn Dorran - Hill walk 6 appearing first and then the bulk of Ben Vorlich
– 17th June 2012
looming ahead. From where we were there
seemed to be a benevolent and tempting green
path to the top. At least that’s what it looked like.
Only five ramblers turned out to take on the
Coffee stop was at a wonderful high point above
might of Beinn an Dothaidh & Beinn Dorain.
the river where the water was rushing through a
However is was the might of the midges we had
chasm and falling to the next level. Then on with
to take on first on reaching the Bridge of Orchy
great views all around us, with the fine path giving
hotel car park, sprays being brandished in every
way to a less obvious route, but always following
direction. This sent us rather hastily to the hills!!
the river which now was the Allt a Bhealaich GlioWe made our way steadily up to the bealach
garsnaiche.
from Bridge of Orchy station and on either side
our twinned peaks of Dothaidh & DorainL.or as
Our leaders, Felicity Martin, Anne Morrison and
Charlie suggested “Dull & Boring”. Turning left
Ann Kay (fresh back from her Parisian adventure)
here and heading up Dothaidh, we took the
along with Ken Heiser, who couldn’t be with us,
boggy path, which was a bit like a mine field,
had done the recce of the walk in thick mist. We
take a wrong step and mud up to your ankles,
were very impressed by this and glad that now
as I found out! When we reached the top, ‘dull’
they had a chance to enjoy the views.
was the word that could be used to describe the
And Felicity had a chance to see and name for us
scene as the low cloud that had been chasing
a great range of wild flowers. We wondered if
us up the hillside allowed us no view.
there were so many because the ground had not
Heading back down to the bealach, avoiding
been sheep grazed.
the bogs this time, we started on the path that
would take us up Beinn Dorain where we took
On past the ruined sheiling, with tales of the inshelter in some rocks and had a well-earned
trepid people who had lived there at different
lunch, re-fuelling for the final ascent. I can
times and the promise of lunch at the top of the
safely say it was far from ‘boring’ as the views
Bealach Gliogarsnaiche.
we were rewarded with on the way to the top,
And so to the top with great views of Loch Earn,
as the clouds broke up, were spectacular, northBen Vorlich to our left and Meall na Fearna to our
west to the Black mount & Loch Tulla and east
right and the gate that is no longer a gate but is
towards Loch Lyon and the surrounding hills for
the Cleekersneek. We think we saw what could
miles.
have been Monan’s Rill (please see notes in the
We then made our way steadily back down to
newsletter).
Bridge of Orchy and the’ MIDGES’, all in all a
good day done. I am sure Rafal would joining
And the weather was grand, with just enough of a
me in thanking Margaret, David and Charlie for
breeze to keep the midgies away.
taking the time to safely lead us on what was a
thoroughly enjoyable walk.
The path after that was more peat bog than path
Alison Tough
and when boots and gaiters came into their own
but it was all downhill, with the views getting better and better, especially when a familiar figure
Sunday 24th June Glenartney to Ardvorlich
was spotted lounging on a rock beside the path. I
expect that George was as glad to see us as we
th
Sunday 24 June – a perfect date for a midsumwere to see him. He had provided extra transport
mer walk but it didn’t mean that we could set off
for the group and had walked up some of the way
without waterproofs and stout boots. Peat bogs
to meet us.
were promised and the weather forecast was
doubtful.
A lovely walk down through woodland to ArdvorBut Ramblers are ready for anything; there were
lich, our waiting Cocobus and Andrew, an ice17 of us, including Charlie, Anne Kay’s grandcream stop at Dalchonzie (delicious) and back to
son, setting off to walk from Glenartney through
Comrie.
to Loch Earn, all suitably clad.
And what is always so great about these walks is
We started at the top of Glenartney and set off
along a fine track heading south-west. When
the track divided, with the left path going southwest to Callander we took the one going northwest through Glenn an Dubh Choirein. following
the river an Dubh Choirein. with Stuc a Chroin

the laughter, of which there was lots.
A great walk, the forecast was wrong, but we did
need our stout boots. Thank you to our leaders
and to Andrew Thomson and George Carson for
the transport.
Marjorie Bourne

Stroll on 8th July 2012 Brig o’ Turk

7 On arrival at Drumochter (Layby 87), once ready we
had to cross the A9 and go through a set of construction gates for the new power lines and we set out on
It was a calm cloudy day when a small group of 7 or 8 of
the track, which soon became very steep towards the
us met up for another new stroll, this time from Brig O’
disused Quarry. As the going got steeper and the party
Turk. George was the only man out walking.
got stretched out a bit, it was agreed that we would
We met in the village and walked along the road a short
meet at the Quarry and have coffee. But the Quarry
way, then onto a good forestry road in the area between
was not there, it had been bulldozed away. At the time
Lochs Venacher and Achray. There had been a lot of rewe thought we had just passed it in the mist and rain.
cent felling and storm damage which had opened up
Luckily we stopped and let the group catch up and conlovely views of the surrounding hills. This had also entinued our way on the path and then took a bearing
abled the growth of many wild flowers and Dawn was
across the undulating hillside towards A’Bhuidheanach
soon busy with her camera. I hung back to wait for her
Bheag and the mist cleared and we could see where
and in the stillness was rewarded with the sound of a
we were going. We reached a windy barren first munro
grasshopper warbler. Dawn heard it as well. It is only the
and were rewarded with wonderful panoramic views in
second time I have heard one. For our lunch stop our
all directions. We even saw the path we should have
leaders had chosen a grassy hill with great views in all
taken to get here that we missed in the mist.
directions.
It was freezing cold and we did not hang about at the
The route took us along the shores of Loch Achray and it
summit, but set off quickly to find a spot for lunch as it
was so still there was a perfect reflection in the water.
was now after 1pm.
This was a circular walk and we were all too soon headLunch was taken in a sheltered bend on the path and
ing back towards the road. As we paused on a bridge,
we had not long finished and set off again when once
where the water was deep and swift flowing, a family was
again the rain set in. Had anyone suggested going
coming the other way with a little boy. I asked if he could
home at this point I would have been the first to second
play pooh sticks and he deferred to his grandmother. She
that opinion.
said she spoke no English but we managed to teach them
The rain and wind continued and the mist patches
to play none the less. The finish of the walk was beside a
came and went and we saw a lone cyclist approach us,
nice café run by the mother of that little boy.
who turned out to be female and looked very fit. How
Finally we went to see the tree the eats metal! an amazshe cycled up that track that we took at the start I just
ing sight.
could not work out, she must have carried her bike???
A very good interesting day, just a pity there were not
Once again as we approached the summit of the next
many walkers out.
munro the rain stopped and the mist cleared totally so
we once again had magnificent views all round and the
Ann Rankine
3rd munro in the chain looked very welcoming, but a
long way away and we joked with the back markers
Hill Walk: 15th July A' Bhuidheanach Bheag
that was our next stop.
936m/3071ft. and Carn na Caim 941m/3087ft.
It was not so cold at this top and we lingered a bit
longer enjoyed the views and took time to take photoI had been in contact with Felicity earlier in the week prior
graphs, until the rain came back and we set off to find
to the walk confirming that I would assist with leading and I
the cars.
was really looking forward to the day as I had not been out
Was it just me? After we left the summit we seemed to
on the hills for some time. However at 6:30 on Sunday
spend more time climbing up than going down. It was
morning, getting out of bed to see heavy grey skies and a
windy, wet and I could not get my hood to stay up beforecast of heavy showers, strong winds and only 4 decause of the number of layers I was wearing, but I was
grees at 3,000 feet, to say I was still looking forward to the
really enjoying the challenge.
day out, would be not quite the truth.
Eventually the rain stopped and the sun came out and
Nevertheless, I got up, got ready, went to pack the car and
we all got back to the cars safely.
could not find my walking boots. I had to take an old pair
We finished the day with a welcome refreshing drink in
which I knew would leak as soon as they encountered
the bar at the Atholl Arms Hotel in Blair Atholl.
moisture. The thought of wet feet on a 12 mile walk for 6 or
Thanks Felicity for a great day out.
7 hours did not improve my mood, nor did reaching the
pickup point at Comrie and finding it was just myself and
Andrew Quinn
Felicity. Had everyone else had the same start to the day
as I had?
Fortunately, there were 5 waiting for us at Crieff and we
knew that the Mcleod’s were going to meet us at Drumochter.
Prior to setting off to Drumochter, Felicity sensibly changed
the route to avoid walking through long wet grass and
heather we were going to stick to the tracks. This proved to
be a very good decision.

Report – Hill Walk Stob Ghabhar 12th August 2012 8
A party of 10 Ramblers gathered at the car park in
Comrie on a rather gray and overcast morning. After
the usual formalities we set off heading west to what
was expected to be wall to wall blue skies as promised
by the Met office forecast.
Arriving at the car park at Victoria Bridge near Bridge
of Orchy it was still cloudy and on getting out of the
cars we were given a warm Argyll welcome by swarms
of midgies. Some Ramblers have not moved that fast
for a number of years as boots were hurriedly put on,
rucksacks filled and midge cream applied in lashings.
The plan was to tackle Stob a Choire Odhair first and
the Stob Ghabhar via the Aonach Eagach ridge and
return down the slope of Stob Maol and the waterfall by
Creag an Steallaire.
We set off around 9.15 on a good track alongside the
We were now on the ridge of Aonach Eagach which
Abhainn Shira river turning off at the Clashgour Hut to
was narrow in places but on the whole very managehead up the glen by the Allt Toaig burn. Half way up
able with reasonable care. It might have been a differthe glen we turned off the main track and climbed
ent experience had the wind been blowing but condisteeply up the shoulder of Stob a Choire Odhair. It was
tions were nigh on perfect with a cooling breeze and
hard going but we gained height rapidly and the terrain
bright sunshine. Once over the ridge to climb to the
soon flattened out to give us a reasonably gentle insummit of Stob Ghabhar was steady and the top was
cline to the rocky summit of the first Munro.
gained.
In the course of this climb we had our first glimpse of
Our lunch stop was all the more pleasant because of
the steep cliffs of Stob Ghabhar as well as the view
the 360 degree panoramic view from the top which was
back eastwards towards Tyndrum and the hills of Glen
stunning to say the least. Ben Nevis in the west was
Orchy.
clearly visible as was Buachaille Etive Mor and the MaAfter a brief stop we pressed on down towards the
mores. Ben Cruachan , Ben Lomond and Ben Lui were
Bealach which separates the 2 Munros. This was not
all clear and identifiable as was Beinn Dorain and Beeasy as it was steep and rocky and as we gathered at
inn an Dothaidh which were the location of the July Hill
the bottom the sun appeared and revealed in all its
Walk. The Lochs and pools of Rannoch sparkled in the
glory the steep face of Aonach Eagach up which we
sun.
had to scramble. On the plus side we had some stunAs we sat having our butties it was agreed that our
ning views into the Coirein Lochain with its small but
original return route included a rather steep descent
deep tarn as well as to the west and the surrounding
particularly at the waterfall by Creag an Steallaire and
hills.
an alternative route was decided which whilst slightly
It was indeed a challenge to get up with loose rock and
longer was much safer and gentler on the knees. Hava steep path which wandered up the face to arrive at
ing said that as we set off down, one of the group
the Couloir Buttress but we all made it.
clearly inspired by Team GB Gymnastics did manage a
beautiful backward flip over a rock, to land softly on her
rucksack to much applause and laughter.
So we headed westwards in the direction of Sron a
Ghearrain and contoured round and down over the
Bealach Coire Laoghain to pick up the track alongside
the Allt Ghabhar which led us to the farm at Clashgour.
After a short walk through the forest where a couple of
Red deer stags were spotted, we arrived back at the
car park.
It was a great walk which was rounded off splendidly
by a visit to the Inveroran Hotel for the usual liquid refreshment which we all thoroughly deserved.
Our thanks go to our Leaders Robert Burns, Charlie
Panton and Andrew Quinn, (also David Sloan who did
the recce, 4 years ago!! ) for choosing two wonderful
Munros to add to the collection.
David and Helen McLeod

Comrie Fortnight Stroll to Carroglen, Wednesday 31st July
Apologies, but this is another report by a walk
leader – Andrew must have started something.
About 17 people took part in this midweek stroll,
some doing only part of the walk.
We started from School car park and took the
Glen Lednock path to the Deil’s Cauldron, before
going up the Maam Road to the Kinkhoast Well,
where George Carson read us a poem appropriately called ‘The Kinkhoast Well’. Some of us
downed a good draught of the cool, clear water
hoping to be cured of all ills, whilst others looked
suspiciously at the tankard, wondering what
beasties may be lurking therein.
We descended to the Shaky Brig and had a coffee break nearby. Here George read us another
poem called ‘The Kinkhoast Well’, which also featured some lively goings on on the bridge itself.
This poem had more verses, so he broke off at a
critical point in the narrative, promising us the rest
over lunch.
The walk continued past Balmuick Cottages to
Carroglen, where we climbed uphill to a knoll
overlooking a loch that Martin Robb has created
in a wetland. He joined us and over our sandwiches explained how they manage the farm and
livestock, and what they’ve done to improve the
habitat for wildlife. Our view looked across to
some new native woodland plantations, where
black grouse are now seen, and up towards Carn
Chois, where a large herd of red deer watched us
from high above.
We returned on the main track almost to Balmuick, then took a grassy way via Broomhill to
Laggan Wood, where we joined the main path,
but kept left to omit the steps. Being a Comrie
Fortnight walk we had several people with us who
don’t walk much, so we kept the pace nice and
easy. Fortunately, it was a lovely warm and sunny
day, ideal for a gentle stroll in good company.
Felicity Martin
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Stroll: 12th August Loch Leven
Our versatile chairman transported 13 walkers to the
starting point of our walk at the RSPB Loch Leven
nature reserve car park (formerly Vane Farm). Before we set out on the Loch Leven Heritage Trail we
were persuaded by Ann to have coffee in the RSPB
Visitor Centre café. It soon became obvious that the
key reason for the coffee suggestion was that Ann
really wanted to buy one of the RSPB acclaimed
bacon butties for her lunch. However, the butty stop
was worthwhile: the weather was clear and the
views across Loch Leven from the café window were
superb. St Serf’s Island was clearly seen, and the
ruins of the 5th or 6th century chapel were visible
near the eastern end of the island.
Our first brief stop on the trail was at the Sluice
House. Ann gave a brief introduction to the history of
this building. Early in the 19th century the growing
demand for food encouraged landowners to seek
new ways of increasing production. The Kinross Estate and neighbouring landowners decided to lower
the water level in Loch Leven. This enabled them to
increase land available for farming by approximately
1,100 acres. A new, deeper channel was cut for the
River Leven and its flow was controlled by sluices.
The Sluice House was built for this purpose in 1830.
The next brief stop was at Portmoak, Scotland’s National Gliding Centre. There were lots of gliders
parked at the Centre, but we saw only one in the air
during our walk. Some of the party stopped for a
lunch break a short way beyond the Gliding Centre
and the others walked on towards Loch Leven Larder, where soup was enjoyed by all, apart from your
scribe who sampled the bottled beer.
The two groups met at Burleigh Sands, where Ken
had parked the bus. Four of the women paddled in
the water at Burleigh: we are all hoping that they are
not struck down by some terrible illness. Those of us
who preferred to keep our feet in our boots and
socks noticed a displayed warning about the abundance of blue-green algae in the water. The warning
indicated that the toxins in the algae form a health
risk. I should add that Anne Kay was prepared to
remove her boots and socks, but she remained protected by her ever-present jacket. Robert Harrison
took photographs of the endangered, algae-exposed
feet and he promised to photograph the same feet in
a few weeks, after the toxins have done their work. It
will be interesting to see the before and after photographs. I offer my best wishes to the paddlers.
On the return journey we had to stop the bus at Milnathort to purchase ice cream. This was a nice end
to a very pleasant walk which offered beautiful views
in good weather. Thanks to the leaders, Ann
Rankine, Anne Kay and Myra Robertson.
David Sloan

Walk 26th August 2012-08-27 Braco – Cromlet Hill Circular
A chilly start for 16 of us but soon our jackets
were off and a very delightful walking day ensued. Our excellent leader, Margaret Birks, was
local and we learnt much from her. The first
track was on road on which are cobbles remaining from the 16th century and we imagined
crinoline dressed ladies sweeping along it for
their daily exercise. Now Braco Castle is owned
by a Dutchman who is a keen horticulturist and
the gardens have been restored to their former
glory though we could not see into the extremely high walled garden. One can go in to
look and pop a donation in an honesty box but
no time for that to-day – we had 10 miles ahead
of us. First up a gentle incline but at every step,
there were magnificent vistas. Blooming
heather was pretty to look at but at times arduous to clamber through on wet ground. There
are many paths criss-crossing the terrain, some
from the new Hydro electric line, others from
wind turbines and others much older. We were
glad Margaret knew her way and as did our intrepid backmarker, Ann Kay. It was a spectacular walk of panoramas far and wide. I shall write
it up in more detail in due course so if any want
to undertake it independently, let me know, but
better still, ask Margaret or Ann to take you!
Janet Leckie

10 Comrie Fortnight Hill Walk. 29th July
The Standing Stones at Dunruchan Hill
Twenty one Ramblers set off from the Car
Park in Comrie, we had seven guests who were
made very welcome on the Ramblers walk.
The walk took us up Strowan Road through the
wood and on to Bogdon Braes up to the Wildlife
Park at Auchingarrich. Refreshments were
taken whilst taking in the glorious views. After a
short break we made our way up through Bishopsfaulds Farm, thence onto the B road for a
short distance before ascending Dunruchan Hill
and the first of the standing stones. Unfortunately due to to business commitments, Andrew Finlayson the author of “The Standing
Stones of Strathearn” could not join us, so we
were left to our own imaginations and thoughts
as to the meanings of the Stones. We surveyed
all the standing stones one by one culminating
with the last one having our lunch break in the
hollow. Plenty of good chat and lots of laughter
especially directed to one of our members who
was absolutely mortified after having a slight
confrontation with the “Good Doctor”
The return to Comrie was back through Bishop
Faulds onto Drumachork, Cultybraggan passing
by Ruchilside and back to the Car Park. A good
day out. My thanks to backmarkers Anne Kay,
Robert Burns and Myra Robertson.
Ken Heiser

Nine happy faces with slender physiques put no strain on this bridge on the way to the Carn Mairg
Ridge. They were still smiling after completing four Munros. Photo Felicity Martin.
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Future Events
Stroll: Unofficial and Mystery! 9th Sept. Distance 6-7miles.
Anne Kay (670898) has volunteered to lead a stroll for those not going to Ballater. Depart Comrie School Car Park
10.00 on foot.
Hill Walk 23rd September The Cobbler 884m 2900ft
Although not a Munro the Cobbler is one of the most popular hills in the Southern Highlands. It is sometimes referred
to as “Ben Arthur” which is a translation from the Gaelic of Ben Artair.
There is an excellent path to the summit from the Car Park at the head of Loch Long near Arrochar.
The final prominence should be ascended with caution. It is more suited to experienced rock climbers. The mileage
from Comrie via Crainlarich, Loch Lomond and Tarbet is 45 miles.
Depart Crieff by car 08.45, Comrie 09.00. Pay driver £6. Leaders Robert Burns (670408), Andrew Quinn
Walk: 30th September Glen Tilt 10 miles.
Note : On this date there is Long Range Shooting taking place which means that the road through the Shooting
Range is closed for reasons of safety,
A safe route will be followed by the Leaders to Gows Bridge, returning via Marble Lodge. The walk will start at the Car
Park at Old Blair. How to get there? Head for Blair Atholl, after passing Bridge of Tilt Hotel turn sharp right before
crossing the bridge. After about a mile take left turn to cross the old Brig o’ Tilt and the Car Park is the left.
Depart Comrie 0900 by car. Meet Co-op Crieff 09.15. The mileage from Comrie is 50 miles. Pay driver £7. Leaders
Ken Heiser (670545), Anne Kay,Margaret Birks.
Stroll: 14th October Glen Turret to Comrie via Balmuik. 7 miles.
Although not quite down hill all the way this stroll has the advantage that it finishes almost 1000 feet lower than the
start! It is on good tracks with excellent views. Depart Comrie School by Coco Bus 10.00. Depart Co-op Crieff at
09.40 by car for Comrie. See Bus Booking Form.
Leaders Ann Rankine (670964) Anne Kay, Myra Robertson, Margaret Shankland.
Hill Walk: 21st October Ben Vane, 820m/2690ft, 13 miles.
This is Ben Ledi’s neighbour, the hill we didn’t do last October as it would have been too big a day. The majority of the
ascent (via Gleann Carsaig) and descent (via Gleann na Maam) is on good tracks, but there is about a mile of boggy
peat hags to negotiate on the ridge to the summit. Ben Vane offers a great panorama if it’s clear, but regardless we
can guarantee views of Glen Finglas Reservoir and regenerating native trees on this Woodland Trust land.
Start at the woodland parking area at Brig o’Turk, grid ref. NN531073 (turn right off the A821 before ‘Tearoom’ and
drive half a mile past houses). Pay driver £5.
Depart Crieff Co-op at 07.45 and Comrie School Car Park at 08.00.
Leaders: Felicity Martin (670987), Charlie Panton, Margaret Birks
Walk: Turlum Tap 28th October. 9-10 miles. Note: Clocks go back!
This walk starts at the Crieff Visitor Centre and heads over Knock Mary with a fairly easy ascent to Turlum. The return route can be varied at the discretion of the Leaders.
Depart Comrie 09.00 by car. Pay driver £2. Meet Crieff Visitor Centre Car Park 09.15.
Leaders Anne Kay (670898), David Sloan, Margaret Shankland.
Stroll: 11th November. (Remembrance Sunday)
Laggan Hill —McAra’s Brae– Ochtertyre Circular. 5-6 miles
An ideal Stroll for the late Autumn days. It involves the ascent of Laggan Hill to a height of 500 feet.
At the discretion of the Leaders a stop may be made at the Famous Grouse Restaurant where a variety of refreshments are available.
Meet Taylor Park 10.15. Depart Comrie School Car Park 10.00 by car. Pay driver £1.
Leaders Ann Rankine (670964), Ken Heiser, Anne Kay.
Walk: 25th November Drumnakeil and Dunira 9 miles.
Note. This walk is starting at 10.00 to avoid an earlier start on a dark winter’s morning.
This walk proceeds to the west of Monument Woods to the Maam Road. It heads up to the high cottage of Drumnakeil before heading down through the woods to the attractive Boltachan Burn Waterfalls.
Depart Comrie School Car Park on foot 10.00. Leaders Anne Kay (670898), Margaret Shankland, Myra Robertson.
Christmas Stroll and Lunch: 9th December. The Christmas Lunch will be held in Auchengarrich at the recently
refurbished restaurant. Details in next newsletter.
Scots Night 9th February 2013. White Church booked for this event. Details in next newsletter.
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End in Sight! (Photo Betty Philip)
On the Glen Lednock to Ardeonaig Walk 29th Apriil. The Ramblers put on a spurt with renewed energy
when they were told there was a pub ahead!

Glen Artney to Ardvorlich (Photo Felicity Martin)
The Cleekersneck is the V on the horizon. Monan’s Rill is somewhere in the vicinity,
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Bus Booking Form
Glen Turret to Comrie 14th October 2012
Please reserve LLLLLL. Seats on the bus
for Glen Turret
for the following Ramblers leaving Comrie School
Car Park 10.00
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL..
Enclosed is the sum of £

L.at £2 per person

Place this form along with the cheque in envelope
marked “Turret Stroll” and hand it to the
Transport Secretary, Anne Kay Tel 670898
4, Strowan Square
Comrie PH6 2ER
Closing date Wednesday 10th October
Cheques to be made out to “Strathearn Ramblers”

